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Mark Alan Huddleston
Director of Imports & Distribution

Mark Huddleston has been a respected member of the Los Angeles restaurant business for 
ten years. He’s worked with some of the most respected Chefs in LA. He started at 19 in 
Denver as a busboy, worked as a Waiter, Bartender, Maître’D and then finally as a Sommelier 
and Beverage Manager at Jar Restaurant in Los Angeles. He went on to work at other top 
restaurants in Los Angeles including the two Michelin Star restaurant Providence and finally 
for Gordon Ramsay in West Hollywood. For the past three years he has worked on the import/
distribution side of the wine and spirits business with Regency Wines as their Los Angeles 
Sales Manager and Sommelier. This has expanded hi s understanding of the competition in 
the Los Angeles market as well as the opportunities to work with many retail, restaurant, and 
hospitality concepts. Through Mark’s experience in the restaurant side of the business he was 
able to continue to cultivate relationships through multiple networks.  Mark is known for 

bringing buyers a quality product that he can stand behind as well as an insightful manner of knowing what wines and spirits fit 
each client. Mark’s track record has developed not only rock solid relationships but results.  Along with having expansive wine and 
spirits knowledge, Mark has an enthusiastic, fun approach to talking about wine and spirits that lacks pretense.
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FRANCE  |  Champagne

Maison Lallier
Champagne Maison LALLIER was founded in 1906 by a famous figure from Champagne and relaunched by his grandson in 
1994. Francis Tribaut took over the helm of the company in 2004. LALLIER is a craft manufacture creating prestigious crus de 
Champagne. Our wines are highly expressive and an invitation to share the art of drinking well. Francis Tribaut aspires to create 
exceptional Champagnes in our cellars, where manual craftsmanship celebrates beauty in every gesture. 

GRANDE RESERVE BRUT        AOC  Champagne       NV      $39
65% Pinot Noir, 35% Chardonnay

GRAND CRU ROSÉ NV        AOC  Champagne      NV      $48
65% Pinot Noir, 35% Chardonnay

GRANDE RESERVE BRUT MILLESIME      AOC  Champagne      2002      $80
55% Pinot Noir, 45% Chardonnay

FRANCE  |  Alsace

Hubert Meyer
The Meyer family has a tradition as vignerons in Blienschwiller that dates back to 1722. In 1976 Hubert Meyer succeeded his 
father  as the head of the domaine. In 2009 his son Pierre returned from his studies of viticulture and oenology to take the torch 
and continue the tradition. The wines display finesse and elegance. Precision  and balance provide the experience of a lifetime 
and express the tradiition of the Meyer family as well as the historic  Alsacian village of Blienschwiller.

CRÉMANT D’ALSACE BRUT        AOP  Alsace Cremant      NV      $14
100% Pinot Blanc

CRÉMANT D’ALSACE ROSÉ         AOP  Alsace Cremant      NV      $15
100% Pinot Noir

RIESLING          AOC   Alsace        2017     $11

RIESLING GRAND CRU “Winzenberg”       AOC   Winzenberg       2014     $21
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FRANCE  |  Loire 

Domaine de la Raimbauderie
Roger & Didier Raimbault have been growing grapes in Sancerre for ten generations.  Experience, technical savoir-faire 
and nature combined allow them to produce wines of great quality,
respecting the typical characteristics of each vintage.  The estate is located in Verdigny in the heart of Sancerre with two 
vineyards, Les Terres Blanches and Les Caillottes.  The two grape varieties that are used in Sancerre are Sauvignon Blanc 
and Pinot Noir.  The white wines are fresh, fruity and elegant, the rosés are delicate and subtle and the reds are perfumed 
and smooth.
“When nature gives you a treasure, please respect and share it”.

SANCERRE            AOC  Sancerre      2017     $20
100% Sauvignon Blanc

SANCERRE ROSÉ           AOC  Sancerre      2018     $20
100% Pinot Noir

Domaine de la Coche
The Domaine is located in the heart of Pays de Retz, close by the Atlantic Ocean bringing a perfect temperate climate for 
vineyards. Two cousins Emmanuel and Laurent now own this 25 ha  vineyard pairing traditional and modern methods. The 
site contains four various terroirs; clay and gravel for more maturity for the grapes, slate and gneiss for more minerals and 
trace elements.

SAUVIGNON BLANC          IGP Vin De Pays du Retz      2018.    $11

Domaine Leduc Frouin
The domain LEDUC-FROUIN is managed by Nathalie and Antoine Leduc, 4th generation of winemakers on the family estate.
Antoine was always destined to work on the family estate. He returned there in 1993 after doing his studies in oenology at 
Avize, Dijon and Bordeaux. Nathalie joined him in 2000 after 10 years in the banking sector in another viticulture region.
Before them these were their parents, grandparents, great grandparents who were fighting for and developing the impor-
tance of the vineyard la Seigeurie.

The family LEDUC-FROUIN has had  the vineyard since 1873. Combining  tradition and modernity, Antoine and Nathalie 
make every effort to offer you typical local wines, subtle and surprising. Passionate and strong in our experiments, we work 
rigorously with our vineyard of 30 hectares and practice manual harvests.
The diversity of our soils (falun, shale, clay) allows us to perform divided into parcels winemaking that every year reveals the 
character of the wines la “Seigneurie”! Wishing to preserve the heritage that has been entrusted to us, we work in the dimen-
sion of the sustainable agriculture “Terra Vitis”

ANJOU BLANC    ”La Seigneurie”     AOC Anjou        2016     $14
100% Chenin Blanc

ANJOU ROUGE    ”La Seigneurie”     AOC Anjou        2016     $14
100% Cabernet Franc
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FRANCE  |  Loire

Pierre & Bertrand Couly
Pierre and Bertrand Couly work around 20 hectares in the Chinon appellation. They are from a long line of wine producers 
going back to the 15th century on the maternal side of Bertrand’s family (Farou). Pierre and Bertrand Couly have chosen to 
turn towards a sustainable viticulture. They have received the label HVE (Haute Valeur Environnementale) for their cultiva-
tion choices by allowing the preservation of biodiversity. Pierre and Bertrand Couly aim to present you the variations of the 
terroirs of the appellation throughout the different vintages that they produce each year.

CREMANT DE LOIRE ROSE          AOC  Cremant de Loire      NV     $16 

Chateau Pierre Bise
The Domaine is located in the heart of Pays de Retz, close by the Atlantic Ocean bringing a perfect temperate climate for 
vineyards. Two cousins Emmanuel and Laurent now own this 25 ha  vineyard pairing traditional and modern methods. The 
site contains four various terroirs; clay and gravel for more maturity for the grapes, slate and gneiss for more minerals and 
trace elements.

CLOS DE COULAINE          AOC Savennieres       2013.    $18
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FRANCE  |  Burgundy

Domaine Charly Nicolle
Domaine Charly Nicolle is a family estate at the edge of the tiny village of Fleys in Chablis. The owner and winemaker is Charly 
himself, a seventh-generation vigneron who learned the craft of viticulture and winemaking from his father, Robert. Members of 
the family have owned and worked these vineyards since 1780.

CHABLIS ‘Per Aspera’      AOC Chablis   2017   $17

CHABLIS LES FOURNEAUX 1er CRU    AOC Chablis   2016   $24

CHABLIS MONT DE MILIEU 1er CRU    AOC Chablis   2016   $28

CHABLIS BOUGROS GRAND CRU     AOC Chablis   2016   $28

Domaine Lamy-Pillot
René Lamy’s winery is located in the heart of the village of Chassagne-Montrachet and his family have been winegrowers here 
since the middle of the 17th Century. They own 15 hectares of vineyards, mostly in the appellations of Saint Aubin & Chassagne 
Montrachet, producing both white and red wines.  They are also part of the 15 only privileged proprietors of the most prestigious 
Cotes de Beaune Grand Cru: Le Montrachet, with 0.0542 hectare making around 300 bottles each year.  

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET       AOC  Chassagne-Montrachet     2016      $50

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET 1ER CRU MORGEOT    AOC  Chassagne-Montrachet     2015      $75

Domaine Sylvain Bzikot
An amazing story not typical of Burgundy ! The Bzikot family are Polish emigrants whom arrived in Puligny just before World War 
II with nothing but their clothes on. From those very humble beginnings working in various domaines of Burgundy, this family 
has managed to acquire an impressive domaine of 4ha of some of the best vineyards in the village of Puligny-Montrachet. With 
minimal intervention in the vineyards and cellar.

BOURGOGNE Pinot Noir       AOC  Bourgogne      2016     $18

Domaine Philippe Bouzereau Fils
It is at the foot of the vineyards of the old Chateau Clos de Citeaux that takes place this Domaine, in the heart of the village of 
Meursault. The work of the vine is a family tradition since 9 generations. In 2006, Philippe Bouzereau Jr. took over the Domaine 
to perpetuate the savoir-faire in the development of Grand Vins de Bourgogne.

BOURGOGNE CHARDONNAY     AOC Bourgogne    2016  $18
 
PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 1ER CRU LES CHAMPS GAINS AOC Puligny-Montrachet  2016  $85

MEURSAULT VIEUX CLOS DU CHATEAU MONOPOLE  AOC Meursault   2016  $45
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FRANCE  |  Burgundy

Domaine Francois LeClerc
René is slowly passing the reins of the domaine to his son Francois. He works closely with his Dad because he wants to continue 
the successful winemaking style that Rene has perfected.  Francois purchased his own vineyards in Gevrey Chambertin so he 
could get started with his labels and he uses the same traditional vinification techniques including for his Bourgogne Pinot Noir.

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN        AOC Gevrey-Chambertin     2015     $46 

Domaine des Beaumont
The Beaumont family first start their wine activites over 7 generations ago.Thierry took over control in 1991 and created Do-
maine des Beaumont and started bottling his own production in 1999. Today, the winery  is located in Morey-Saint-Denis with 
vineyard holdings over the three presitigious communes of Morey-Saint-Denis, Gevrey-Chambertin and Chambolle-Musigny. 

CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY LES CHARDANNES    AOC  Chambolle Musigny    2015    $50

CHARMES-CHAMBERTIN GRAND CRU   AOC  Charmes Chambertin    2012    $145

Vincent & Jean Pierre Charton
The Charton family has owned this 21-acre Domaine since 1940 and is recognized as one of the most reputable Mercurey
producers. Vincent, 3rd generation was nominated in the top10 of best young Winemakers of Burgundy in 2010. At an 
elevation of 700 feet, the Domaine’s 30 year-old vines grow on a south-facing hillside between 230 and 320 meters elevation. 
They extend over marl, limestone and calcareous clay soils that store the warmth of the day.

MERCUREY VIEILLES VIGNES     AOC   Mercurey      2016      $21

MERCUREY 1ER CRU LA CHASSIÈRE    AOC   Mercurey      2015      $35

Manoir Du Capucin
The Bayon family ownes this Manor since the last century but the vineyards of 12.5 hectares were rented. It is only in 2002 
that Chloé, Winemaker, & Guillaume, Vineyard Manager, decided to come back with the aim of reviving the passion and tradi-
tion from her ancestors after studying Oenology in Provence. The domaine is sustainably farmed and the wines have won many 
awards in France.
   — “ A young lady Winemaker with an amazing potential & future”

MÂCON SOLUTRE-POUILLY “Delice”       AOC   Mâcon Solutre-Pouilly     2017    $15

POUILLY FUISSÉ “Clos de la Maison”        AOC   Pouilly Fuisse       2015      $24
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FRANCE  |  Beaujolais

Domaine Yohan Lardy
 
This estate is 2 ha of old vines - planted in 1911 and 1950 - on the heights of the Moulin a Vent appellation in the prestigious 
plot called “Les Michelons” The soil is very thin, meagre, with pink granite crumble rich on iron mineral “manganese”. Hand-
picked grapes and vinified with only native yeasts and without sulfites. Aged for at least 10 months in Burgundy barrels in 
order to getthe best balance between fruit and acidity.

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES “les buyeres”    AOC Beaujolais    2016     $11

MOULIN A VENT “les michelons”     AOC Moulin A Vent    2016     $18

MOULIN A VENT “1903”      AOC Moulin A Vent    2015     $24

FRANCE  |  Northern Rhône

Domaine Pradelle
 
Domaine Pradelle is a family estate since 1854 managed by the Pradelle brothers, Jacques and Jean-Louis, and Antoine Pr-
adelle, the son of Jacques.The vineyard is 35 hectares and located all around Tain l’Hermitage on the both sides of the Rhone 
river. On the left-bank of the Rhône the grapes are used to make Crozes-Hermitage

CROZES-HERMITAGE RED        AOC Crozes-Hermitage    2015     $17
100% Syrah
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FRANCE  |  Southern Rhône

Domaine David Givaudan
David, started Domaine Givaudan in 2001 when he purchased 20 hectares of vineyards around the village of Cavillargues spe-
cializing in Côtes du Rhône and “Vin de Pays” appellations.  He has chosen to acquire vigorous vineyards with very specific ter-
roirs (clay & limestone), and generous sun exposure producing grapes rich in aromas and texture.  David is a sustainable farmer 
whom likes to blend traditional and modern winemaking techniques. We are very pleased to bring you the wines of a young, 
talented and promising winemaker. 

La Bête is tranlated as “The Beast”, wild and magnificient, expressing the tradition of the Rhône Valley. Subtle nose of fresh 
berries, violets, black olives, liquorice with a hint of spicies.  Very round and balanced on the palate with great texture. This is 
Killer Wine! Sustainable Farming.

DAVID GIVAUDAN  “LA BÊTE”       A.O.C Côte Du Rhône     2017     $11 

Domaine De L’Espigouette
 
Domaine de l’ Espigouette is now run by Bernard Latour, his wife and two sons, Julian and Emilien. They carefully work the 
vineyard according to the climatic characteristics of vintage and different terroirs. The diversity of the soil allows for complexity 
to the different wines of this area, the hills provide rich, bold wines, while sandy, clay soils provide elegance, finesse and depth. 
The vines have an average age of 45 years old. The family works in the vineyards and select the grapes for maximum ripeness 
and concentration when harvested mechanically then carefully sorted before entering the winery.

COTES DU RHONE BLANC        AOC Cotes Du Rhone     2017     $11

PLAN DE DIEU         AOC Cotes Du Rhone Village     2016     $13

VACQUEYRAS          AOC Vacqueyras      2016     $18

GIGONDAS          AOC Gigondas      2016     $25

Domaine De La Ronciere
 
Located in the South of France, in the southern area of Châteauneuf du Pape, the Domaine de la Roncière was founded by 
Luis Canto in 1959. His son Jean-Louis Canto took over in 1979 and since 2002 has extended the estate with the help of 
his son Geoffrey. 

The vineyard “Châteauneuf du Pape“ is composed of 11 ha distributed out of 15 different lots located on places called la 
Font du Loup (sandy ground), Armeniers and Serres (stony grounds).Grenache is dominating there (80 %), complemented 
by Syrah and Mourvèdre. The choice of varietals was determined over the centuries according to the climatic conditions 
(heat, dryness, wind) and according to the soils (stony, sandy, with rolled stones).

CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE ROUGE       AOC Chateauneuf Du Pape     2015     $31
85 % Grenache - 10 % Syrah - 5% Mourvèdre
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FRANCE  |  Provence

Domaine de L’Abbaye 
Domaine de l’Abbaye, surrounded by terraces, was once connected to the Abbey of Thoronet. At that time, the monks were 
cultivating the land that now belongs to Frank Petit. In 1990 this Cuvée was the first to be rated 3 stars by the Guide Hachette 
in France. The grapes are picked by hand to keep them as fresh as possible. Boxes of 15kg of grapes are brought to the cel-
lar and then, their contents are spread on large sorting tables. The selection of the UV protectant blue bottle highlights Franc 
Petit’s uncompromising dedication to high quality rosé

CLOS DE BEYLESSE ROSÉ        AOC  Côtes de Provence    2018     $21

CLOS DE BEYLESSE ROSÉ MAGNUM       AOC  Côtes de Provence    2018     $47

FRANCE  |  Bandol

Château Vannieres

Bandol is one of the oldest vineyard in France.  The first vine was planted by the Romans 2,500 years ago.  Chateau Vannières 
is classified among the 6 most prestigious domaines of Bandol. Gaston Boisseaux, from Beaune in Burgundy aquires this 
property in 1957 and now, his son Eric, epicurean winemaker likes to play with concentration, finesse & elegance and this 
wines can aged for 30 years.  Farming in the vineyard follows the purest tradition of the appellation.

COTES DE PROVENCE ROSE       AOC  Côtes de Provence    2018    $13
90% Mouvedre, 10% Grenache - Aged 24 months in oak cask
BANDOL WHITE         AOC  Bandol        2016     $24
95% Clairette, 5% Bourboulenc

BANDOL ROSÉ         AOC  Bandol        2018     $21
60% Mourvèdre by “Saignée”, 20% Cinsault, 20% Grenache by slow pressure

BANDOL RED          AOC  Bandol        2013     $38
95% Mouvedre, 5% Grenache - Aged 24 months in oak casks

BANDOL RED          AOC  Bandol        2010     $45
BANDOL RED          AOC  Bandol        2005     $85
BANDOL RED          AOC  Bandol        1998     $95
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FRANCE  |  Languedoc

Chateau Saint Martin de La Garrigue
The estate, located at Montagnac in the Hérault département about ten kilometres inland from the Mediterranean, stands 

on top of a hill overlooking the Thau coastal lagoon. The vines grow on slopes facing the sea and thus benefit from maritime 

breezes that carry in moisture to counter the effect of summer drought. Spring frosts are rare, the mild temperatures favour 

good ripening of the grapes. The vines themselves are protected from the prevailing north and north-westerly winds (known 

locally as the cers and tramontane) which on occasion are violent enough to damage immature canes. The fifty plots tha 

make up the estate vineyards stand around the château in a typically Mediterranean environment. The smell of the pine 

woods intermingles with the pungent aromas of evergreen oak, almond, olive, thyme, rosemary and downy cistus that domi-

nate the surrounding Mediterraneangarrigue.

PICPOUL de PINET      AOC Picpoul de Pinet       2017   $12

BRONZINELLES      AOC Coteaux du Languedoc     2017   $12
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FRANCE  |  Bordeaux

Chateau de la Croix
We bought this estate in spring 2000. The vineyard is entirely planted with a high density of 7000 vinestocks per ha. Debudding, 
thinning out of leaves and green harvest are carried out in the vineyard. The harvest is performed manually to ensure optimum 
maturity of the cabernet and perfect sorting out the berries. The wine ages for 14 months in oak barrels (50% of French new 
oak). Château La Croix Bellevue is the wine with the most typical Médoc character as it is blended with 50% cabernet.

CHÂTEAU DE LA CROIX       AOC  Medoc Cru Bourgeois       2015     $18

Château Desmirail
Château Desmirail, located in Cantenac near Margaux, was founded at the end of the 17th century by Jean Desmirail. His 
descendants stayed the owners until the middle of the 19th century. A the time of its classification as 3ème Grand Cru 
Classé in 1855, the owner was Mr Sipière, known as well as the  manager of Château Margaux. 

Lucien Lurton becomes the owner of Desmirail in 1981 and his son Denis continues the search for quality and tradition of this 
great Margaux estate since 1992.

CHATEAU DESMIRAIL GRAND CRU CLASSÉ 3rd GROWTH   AOC  Margaux      2014     $55
70% Cabernet Sauvignon , 30% Merlot

Château Bouscaut 
The Bouscaut vineyards have existed since the 17th century on the commune of Cadaujac, within the Graves appellation. 
Called Haut Truchon, it was renamed Château Bouscaut in 1929 after the locally given name. The wines of Château Bouscaut 
were recognized and consecrated in 1953, when it was awarded the envied status of Graves Cru Classé, for both its white and 
red wine.
Bouscaut was then acquired in 1979 by Lucien Lurton, a well known Bordeaux winemaker who already owned at least ten 
other prestigious châteaux in appellations such as Margaux (Brane-Cantenac) and Barsac (Climens). 
Today the fourth generation, Sophie Lurton, Lucien’s daughter, is in charge. She inherited the estate in 1992, and Laurent 
Cogombles, her husband, an ENITA graduate, has been very involved with Bouscaut since 1998. Apart from this activity, 
Laurent is also very actively involved in the wine trade bodies, like the ‘interprofession’ and is the president of the appellation 
Pessac-Léognan.

CHÂTEAU BOUSCAUT RED        AOC   Pessac Leognan      2015    $42
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FRANCE  |  Bordeaux

Château de la Cour
Of the 10 ha of Chateau de la Cour 6.5 ha are dedicated to the production of Chateau de la Cour St. Emilion Grand Cru. Average 
age of the vines for the Merlot is 40 years and the Cabernet Franc is 25 years old. The estate is divided into two different ter-
roirs. 5 ha fo gravelly-sandy soil that is rich in iron concentrations and 5 ha of gravelly-sandy soil on a clay base. 

CHÂTEAU DE LA COUR        AOC  Saint Emilion Grand Cru     2014     $31

CHÂTEAU DE LA COUR HALF BOTTLE      AOC  Saint Emilion Grand Cru     2014     $16

Chateau La Croix Bellevue
We bought this estate in spring 2000. The vineyard is entirely planted with a high density of 7000 vinestocks per ha. Debudding, 
thinning out of leaves and green harvest are carried out in the vineyard. The harvest is performed manually to ensure optimum 
maturity of the cabernet and perfect sorting out the berries. The wine ages for 14 months in oak barrels (50% of French new 
oak). Château La Croix Bellevue is the wine with the most typical Médoc character as it is blended with 50% cabernet.

CHÂTEAU LA CROIX BELLEVUE       AOC  Lalande de Pomerol      2014     $22

Château Tenein
For many generations, the Grelaud family has owned and exploited the vineyard of Chateau Tenein. Tenein is a small estate 
located on the southern hills of the Isle Valley 12 miles east of Saint-Emilion in the village of Gours, within the Bordeaux 
Superieur appellation. The vineyards are planted on siliceous clay hills with a density over 5,000 vines per hectare. Total size 
of the vineyard is about 15 ha or 37 acres. Since 2010, Bernard Grelaud, the current owner of Tenein, has been using organic 
practices in his vineyard. Chateau Tenein will be fully organic certified as of the 2013  vintage.

CHÂTEAU TENEIN        AOC Bordeau Superieur     2015     $11
55% Merlot, 25% Cabernet Sauvignon and 20% Cabernet Franc
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FRANCE  |  Southwest

Château Croze de Pys
This Domaine was created in 1773, but in 1877, Auguste Roche saw all his vines completely destroyed by phylloxera. His son 
Ernest, decided to replant the Côt grape grafted onto an American rootstock resistant to parasites. Côt is the original name of 
Malbec but agronomist, Michel Pouget whom also introduced this varietal to Argentina changed the name to Malbec, originally 
a nickname for “Bad Beak” as tasting this inky juice will turn your mouth, teeth and lips black. Jean decided in 1987 to con-
tinue the work of his ancestors and develop Chateau Croze de Pys with a modern approach to a very traditional and balanced 
wine rather than the black tannic wines of yesteryear.
The terroir of Château Croze Pys is characterized by ancient alluvium of the valley turned by the Lot River. They are made of 
quartz pebbles and ferruginous sand mixed with clay but mostly silica, which has great 
influence on the fineness of the wine. Within the years, this has formed terraces, always well drained and mostly south-
facing slopes.  Committed to QUALENVI Organic Certification Process since 2002

L’ENCLOS          AOC Cahors       2015     $11
80% Malbec, 20% Merlot

PRESTIGE          AOC Cahors       2015     $14
100% Malbec
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Austria
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AUSTRIA  |  Kamptal

Weingut Weixelbaum
Kamptal boasts a variety of terroir, ranging from loess over gravel to striking parcels of primary rock and even volcanic elements. 
A hot and dry microclimate, the soil is geologically spectacular, as it originates from 270 million year old Permian Period, being 
a desert-like sandstone base with volcanic particles.  The region has long sloping vineyards as well as steep slopes that are ter-
raced such as the Gaisberg slngle vineyard.
Protection of nature starts with the green manuring of the vineyards. The result of this sowing is a blossoming of senfdotters, 
phacelia, fennel, various kinds of clover and other plants.  The objective is the holistic cultivation of the vineyard and of its soil, 
so to ensure and sustain the high quality of the grapes. 

GRÜNER VELTLINER     STEPHANUS         Kamptal      2017     $12

GRÜNER VELTLINER     WECHSELBERG        Kamptal      2018     $15

RIESLING      GAISBERG RESERVE “Wahre Werte”      Kamptal       2015     $19

AUSTRIA  | Kremstal

Weingut Walter Buchegger
Walter Buchenegger is responsible of many generations on the shoulders. Even the ancient Romans made wine in Kremstal. 
Where grapes grow, Walter grew up. The pressing, he learned from an early age by his father Leopold, himself began in 1965. In 
1994, Walter Buchenegger then even the operation. And established on some of the best locations in the Kremstal its respect-
ful, caring method Vinifizierens. His wines reward us with integrity and elegance, a typical regional character.

GRUNER VELTLINER HOLZGASSE       Niederosterreich      2016     $12

GRUNER VETLINER LEOPOLD                 Kremstal        2017     $23

GRUNER VELTLINER VORDERNBERG ERSTE LAGE   Kremstal        2013     $29

RIESLING TEIFENTHAL        Kremstal        2016     $17

RIESLING MOOSBURGERIN RESERVE      Kremstal        2013     $27
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AUSTRIA  |  Wachau

Weingut FJ Gritsch
Dating back to the 13th century the Mauritiushof was originally used by monks to collect the grapes. 
Since 1799 the building has belonged to the Gritsch family who started the tradition of wine pressing. Today this heritage stands 
as a commitment for the future to cultivate this tradition. Our wines are synonymous with the unique soil and microclimate of 
each individual vinyard. These special qualities yield great wines that are based not only on the traditional craftsmanship, but 
also on the unique philosophie of our family. 

GRUNER VELTLINER KIRCHPOINT FEDERSPIEL   Wachau        2017     $14

GRUNER VELTLINER HOCHRAIN SMARAGD    Wachau        2017     $25

RIESLING 1000-EIMERBERG SMARAGD      Wachau      2017     $29

AUSTRIA  |  Thermenregion

Weingut Schneider
Schneider Winery has put its focus on the red grape varieties of the burgundy family the international Pinot Noir and 
the autochthonous Saint Laurent. This specialization originates in the excellent growing conditions that mirror a 
close working dialogue with the continental climate, the gravelly soils, skills and passion of the individual vintners. 
Top ratings at renowned tastings have proven that our burgundy wines count among top qualities not in Austria alone.
Tattendorf has been known as an “isle of red wine” in the Austrian wine region Thermenregion. About 80% of the 
production are dominated by red wine. The reason for this specialization is on the one hand the continental climate 
and on the other hand the type of soil in this region.Strolling through the vineyards, you’ll appreciate that the soil is 
dominated by gravel and chalk. This is one of the fundamentals for the evolution of our vines and has a major influ-
ence on the character of our wines.

SANKT LAURENT        Thermenregion      2016     $15
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AUSTRIA  |  Mittelburgenland

Weingut K+K Kirnbauer
Situated in Deutschkreutz, the most important village in Mitelburgland. Right on the border with Hungary, this is Blaufränkis-
chland! Protected by three ranges of hills to the west with heavy deep clay soils.  The region has a 2700 year winemaking tradi-
tion. The Kirnbauer familly has over 400 years of tradition in Deutschkreutz. 

The Kirnabauer family approach of nature-integrated wine production is the sustainability philosophy. Organic, bio-dynamic 
etc. only describes a small piece of the whole process; plant protection. Kirnbauer is focused on the complete range of resource 
management - Carbon footprint, water footprint, energy saving (heating with wood from the own forest, LED-lighting, photo-vol-
taic for energy generation for complete air & tank conditioning, buildings isolation etc.), no herbicides, no insecticides (sexual 
confusion method), and no irrigation.

BLAUFRANKISCH “7301”        Burgenland        2016     $13
Blaufränkisch/Cabernet Sauvignon/Merlot/Syrah

DAS PHANTOM         Burgenland        2016     $23
Blaufränkisch/Cabernet Sauvignon/Merlot/Syrah
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Italy
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ITALY  |  Friuli

Vigne del Malina
 
The vineyards “Vigne del Malina” are cultivated where two streams, the Malina and the Ellero - certainly not by chance - drew 
the shape of a wine glass. An alluvial soil whose unique characteristics and particular microclimate are ideal for small quantities 
of superior quality grapes. The right place to produce wine, the way we like. The world of wine is made of history, tradition and 
culture. Each bottle is a precious message that we send to true friends all over the world.

PINOT GRIGIO        IGT  Venezia Giulia      2013     $15

SAUVIGNON BLANC        IGT  Venezia Giulia      2013      $15

PINOT GRIGIO “Ram”         IGT  Venezia Giulia     2011      $28
Openvat fermentation with maceration of grape skins and frequent punch-
downs. Malolactic fermentation and ageing in oak barrels for one year.

REFOSCO del PENUNCOLO ROSSO      IGT  Venezia Giulia      2009      $17
100% Refosco
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ITALY  |  Veneto

Domus-Picta
 
Domus-pictA may be a child of today, but its roots go way back to 1848, when Nonno Oni Spagnol discovered his passion for 
wine, love for Prosecco and the joy of vine growing, a passion handed-down to successive generations. They are located in the 
province of Treviso’s hilly belt, 50 km from Venice, between the towns of Conegliano and Valdobbiadene at an equal distance 
from both the Dolomites and the Adriatic Sea, a perfect combination that has a positive influence on the climate.

PROSECCO EXTRA DRY      DOC Treviso       NV     $10

PROSECCO DRY MILLESIMATO     DOC Valdobbiadene    NV    $10

Domenico Fraccaroli
 
In 1958 Domenico Fraccaroli began its activities in “ a little corner of Paradise” of Friuli Venezia Giulia ( Paradise Pocenia , 
Udine ), producing both aromatic white wines , such as Friulano, which structured red wines , such as Refosco .
In 2002 , the son Titian Fraccaroli decided to extend the production of fine wines such as Amarone , Ripasso , Valpolicella 
Superiore and Recioto ( receiving numerous awards and certificates of quality)

VALPOLICELLA        DOC Valpolicella      2017    $12

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO      DOC Valpolicella Superiore    2015     $19

AMARONE        DOC Amarone della Valpolicella  2012     $38
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ITALY  |  Veneto

Viamora
 
The Viamora Winemakers take full advantage of the “delle Venezie” designation by marrying the best fruit from the appella-
tion’s  three permitted regions to yield a Pinot Grigio with an unusually expressive flavor profile. The Production area includes a
wide surface on the plain of Friuli, Venezia and Giula. In this land, the nature of the soil and the particularly mild climate have
contributed to create the best conditions for the vine growth. Veneto fruit provides the delicate floral notes and the classic
almond finish so typical of this region.

PINOT GRIGIO        IGP Delle Venezie     2017                    $8

ITALY  |  Piemonte

Vicara
The Monferrato has for decades been the cradle of Vicara, its vineyards, its designs.
Every Vicara bottle is the fruit of a union between its strong local roots and a “tailored” method which governs each phase of the 
production process, from vineyard planting to ageing, inspired by three fundamental, inseparable elements: tradition, innova-
tion and people.
Vicara’s plots of land occupy a total surface area of 70 hectares (40 of which under vine) on the beautiful hills rising between the 
River Po and the plain of Alessandria.
Spontaneous ground cover is maintained in the vineyards in order to ensure the grapes ripen more evenly and are healthier, 
and as environmental protection since the need to work or treat the ground is drastically reduced. Pest control is carried out in 
accordance with natural strategies allowed under integrated pest management rules and eco-compatible farming, a sector in 
which Vicara has years of experience.

GRIGNOLINO DEL MONFERRATO       DOC Casalese       2017   $17
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ITALY  |  Piemonte

G. Manzone
In 1925 Manzone Giovanni purchased “Ciabot del Preve” (the Parish Priest house) and he started the winemaking in Mon-
forte d’Alba. During the years the Manzone family purchased important vineyards on the historic hill of “CASTELLETTO” and 
“GRAMOLERE”, two of the best crus in Monforte d’Alba.In the last years Mauro (2005) and Mirella Manzone (2012) joined their 
father Giovanni in the management of the winery. Mauro and Mirella are graduated from the famed Oenology School of Alba. 
We cultivate our vineyards following healthy and sustainable viticultural principles Natural grass is left between the rows of 
vines, mowed and left on the ground to form humus. All the wines are unclarified and unfiltered, and addes in minimal amounts 
of SO2.

DOLCETTO D’ALBA LE CILIEGIE       DOC Dolcetto D’Alba      2017    $14

ROSSESE BIANCO         DOC Langhe      2015    $14

LANGHE NEBBIOLO IL CRUTIN      DOC Langhe       2017    $16

BAROLO BRICAT         DOCG Barolo      2013    $46

BAROLO BRICAT         DOCG Barolo      2009    $52

BAROLO GRAMOLERE        DOCG Barolo      2014    $46

GRAMOLERE RISERVA       DOCG Barolo      2011    $70

Morra
The story of the Morra family has been closely interwoven with the land for almost a century. In the 1920s, the head of the family, 
Stefano, added vine growing to the traditional activities of fruit cultivation (Castellinaldo was famed for its excellent peaches) 
and livestock farming. After the Second World War, his son Antonio stepped up grape production, and the small winery in the 
centre of the village began turning out demijohns of wine (Barbera, Dolcetto, Nebbiolo and an unusual dry Brachetto). In the 
middle of the 1980s, Antonio’s son, Stefanino, began bottling some of the wine.
The first Arneis was labelled in 1990, and the following year the whole enterprise was moved to a new building just outside the 
village. Stefanino, with the help of his wife Edda and brother-in-law Gianni Olivero, extended the area under vine and the range 
of wines, with a focus on the highest quality. In 2006 the inauguration of the brand-new tasting room marked the opening of the 
winery’s doors to a growing number of connoisseurs. Now the next generation, represented by young Luca and Erica, is becom-
ing more involved, guaranteeing continuity for the family’s long story.

MORRA ROERO ARNEIS        DOC Roero Arneis      2017   $14

MORRA BARBERA D’ALBA       DOC Barbera d’Alba      2015   $14
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ITALY  |  Toscana

Cantina del Giusto
The Cantina Del Giusto is a small size farm situated near the foot of Montepulciano in the area of Acquaviva; it is managed by the 
family Del Giusto, by their three generations of winegrowers and oil producers in the territory of Montepulciano, who themselves 
look after the production and marketing. Founded in 1995 by the experience of Piero Del Giusto that after a lot of years spent in 
wine sector decides to open a farm with own name and with buildings and lands left by the old father. In 1999 was built the cellar 
for wines ageing and in 2005 was built the new cellar utilized for winemaking.

The wines of the Cantina Del Giusto are obtained exclusively from grapes that come from their own vineyards; thanks to the 
limited production it is possible to concentrate on the quality without the need of force, as tradition desires, with the complete 
respect of nature and the environment.

It is thus that our wines born, fine and exceptional wines that succeed in being “innovators” thanks to the modern technology 
and new enological practices but at the same time “traditionalists” thanks to the centenary knowledge of agriculture and wine- 
making.

FONTEDOCCIA       IGT Toscana        2017    $11
100% Sangiovese

CLAUDIO II        DOCG Vino Nobile di Montepulciano     2015    $22
100% Sangiovese

Corzano e Paterno 
The vineyards of the Fattoria Corzano e Paterno lie on the steep and stony slopes surrounding the fortified farmhouse “Corzano” 
in San Casciano Val di Pesa. Roughly seventeen km south of Florence, the property runs along the ancient Via Cassia and the 
River “Pesa” which separates our land from the “Classico” region of Chianti.

IL CORZANELLO ROSATO     IGT Toscana        2018     $13

TERRE DI CORZANO      DOCG Chianti       2015     $14

I TRE BORRI       IGT Toscana       2016     $27
100% Sangiovese
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ITALY  |  Toscana

Poggio Nibbiale
Our vineyards are located in the hills of the Maremma between Scansano and Magliano in Toscana, 300 meters above the Tyr-
rhenian Sea with a magnificent view of the islands of Giglio, Elba, Montecristo and the Monte Argentario peninsula. Right from 
the start, we decided for organic viniculture and refrained from farming practices that aim primarily at a high yield. It is impor-
tant for us to endow our wines with aromatic depth, refinement and complexity

MORELLINO DI SCANSANO      DOCG Morellino Di Scansano    2016     $13

ITALY  |  Campania

Macchialupa
La Cantina Macchialupa is located where there is a day of solemn silence and mysterious. The winery was founded in 2001 by 
the love of a winemaker for Fiano and Aglianico di Taurasi and the passion of an agronomist winemaker for the Greco di Tufo. 
Valle Sabato, on the border of the province of Avellino with that of Benevento covers a territory with the typical hilsl with sweep- 
ing valleys and high ridges. On these ridges at a height of about 450 meters above sea level, the area is well prepared serving to 
accommodate the Greco vine, Aminea Gemina is imported from Thessaly before the Christian era.

FALANGHINA         IGT Beneventana      2016    $13

GRECO DI TUFO       DOGC Greco Di Tufo      2016    $14

TAURASI AGLIANICO        DOGC Taurasi      2011    $29

ITALY  |  Puglia

Polvanera
In 2003, following a long family tradition in Agriculture, Filippo Cassano started an ambitious project aimed at increasing the 
reputation of ‘Primitivo’ and other native grapes used for the production of quality wines in his area. For this reason, he bought 
and restored an old manor farm in the rural area of Marchesana, near Gioia del Colle, with significant plantings of remarkable old 
Primitivo bush vines dating back to between 1860 and 1880.

PRIMITIVO        IGT Puglia       2018    $13

PRIMITIVO “14”       DOC Gioia Del Colle      2013     $18
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ITALY  |  Sardegna

Tenuta Soletta
Tenuta Soletta is in Codrongianos, located in the province of Sassari of Sardina. The winery come from the work of Umberto So-
letta which is being cultivating the land with his father since he was 5 years old. The vineyards are planted on sandy and chalky 
soil, the grapes manually harvested giving the right attention to vines and grapes. 

SARDO VERMENTINO        DOC Vermentino di Sardegna     2017   $15
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Spain
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SPAIN  |  Getariako Txakolina

Bodega Hiruzta
Hiruzta is a Txakoli wine that combines classicism and modernity. It is made from the Hondarrabi Zuri grape, grown in the 
winery’s own vineyards in Hondarribia and fermented at its state-of-the-art facility. Produced in at an exceptional winery 
equipped with state-of-the-art technology.

ZURI          Getariako Txakolina      2017     $15
93% Hondarrabi Zuri. 7% Gros Manseng

SPAIN  |  Rioja Alta

Castillo de Cuzcurrita
The Bodega and the “cerrados” (the walled vineyards surrounding the castle) are located in the centre of the town of Cuzcurrita 
de río Tirón. The rest of the vineyards are located in the Cuzcurrita surroundings. This is the most western area of the Rioja Alta 
region and is therefore under the influence of a continental climate, with hot summers and very cold winters.

Compared with other areas of La Rioja, Cuzcurrita’s difficult climate conditions can complicate the cultivation of the vines. 
However, these distinctive conditions also favour the unique tipicity of its wines, ensuring a greater expression of the land 
where they grow.

SEÑORIO DE CUZCURRITA        DO Rioja Alta Reserva     2013     $26
100% Tempranillo
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El Jefe

Castilla y León, situated in the northern half of the central Iberian Plateau and is the largest of Spain’s 17 administrative re-
gions. The mighty river Duero flows directly through the region before it flows across the border to Portugal where the home of 
Port is based. Castilla y León sits on a vast plateau which is between 2300ft and 3300ft (700m–1000m) above sea-level and 
where the weather provides hot, dry summers  followed by sharp, cold winters, when temperatures regularly drop well below 
freezing.
Red wines rule in Castilla y León, and of the red-wine grapes, Tempranillo (known here by various synonyms including Tinta 
del Pais, Tinto de Toro and Tinto Fino) is unquestionably the king. It is the grape behind all of the region’s finest wines except 
Bierzo, which is from the Mencia grape.  Castilla y León’s white wines – far fewer in number than the reds, but only marginally 
less prestigious – are made mostly from Verdejo and Viura.

EL JEFE GRANDE 1L              2018    $10
100% Tempranillo

Península Vinicultores

Vinos de Montaña is our range of mountain wines from high-altitude vineyards in Sierra de Gredos and other historic grow-
ing areas in the Sistema Central, the mountain chain that divides the Iberian Peninsula in its Northern and Southern halves. 
Based mostly on very old Garnacha vines on granite soil, the wines are perfumed, delicate and fresh, displaying the character 
of their vineyard parcels and villages. The range includes village wines from Cadalso and Cebreros in Sierra de Gredos, a field 
blend from Sierra de Gata and exceptional bottlings from single vineyards.

VINO DE MONTAÑA               2017    $14
Garnacha Field Blend
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Australia
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AUSTRALIA  |  Hunter Valley

De Iuliis
The Lovedale Road region of the Hunter Valley is renowned for producing world class wines. In 1987 we chose our property 
because of its potential to continue the tradition of producing outstanding wines. After three years of soil preparation the first 
vines were planted in 1990. We now are starting to see the rewards of such careful planing and preparation. Semillon and Shiraz 
are grape varieties traditionally planted within the Hunter Valley. These varietal wines have achieved worldwide recognition for 
their superb qualities.  The De Iuliis Semillon and Shiraz are produced using the traditional winemaking techniques, to maintain 
maximum varietal characteristics. 

SEMILLON         Lower Hunter Valley      2017     $15

AGED RELEASE SEMILLON       Lower Hunter Valley      2011     $24

SHIRAZ         Lower Hunter Valley      2014     $19

STEVEN VINEYARD SHIRAZ       Lower Hunter Valley      2015     $23

AUSTRALIA  |  Tasmania

Pressing Matters

Greg Melick simultaneously wears more hats than most people manage in a lifetime. He is a top-level barrister (Senior Counsel), 
a Major General (the highest rank in the Australian Army Reserve) and has presided over a number of headline special 
commissions and enquiries into subjects as diverse as cricket match-fixing allegations against Mark Waugh and others, to the 
Beaconsfield mine collapse. Yet, if asked, he would probably nominate wine as his major focus in life. 

Greg wasn’t sure which was worse:  his Mum finding out that as a young lad he’d gambled and won at Werribee race course or – 
that he’d subsequently spent his winnings on wine….. and so began Greg’s love affair with wine. In 2002 Greg finally found the 
ideal site which consisted of approximately 14 hectares of grazing land on well-drained north east facing slopes, with cracking 
clay over a calciferous base. The site was also frost free. Planting riesling (2.9ha) at his vineyard on Middle Tea Tree Road in the 
Coal River Valley. It is a perfect north-facing slope, the Mosel-style Rieslings sweeping all before them.

Regarded as not just the top rated Rieslings in Tasmania but all of Australia and deserves world class recognition. The names of 
the wines signify the relative residual sugars. 

RIESLING R-0         Coal River Valley     2017     $21

RIESLING R-9         Coal River Valley     2016    $23

RIESLING R-69        Coal River Valley     2016    $26
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AUSTRALIA  |  Mornington Peninsula

Eldridge Estate

Eldridge Estate is a 3 hectares property on Red Hill in Mornignton Peninsula. The soil is a rich terra rosa volcanic loam on a north 
facing slope that drops 45 metres from the top. It is protected from harsh winds by natural land forms which result in a long, 
cool, ripening period. The soils are volcanic loam from the Ordovician era, ie about 200 Million years before present time. This 
means that the combination of ancient landforms and soil have combined to produce a truly unique set of conditions that make 
our vineyard special. The vines have been trained into what is known as the Scott Henry system of canopy management to pro-
vide the best possible flavor development at this unique site. 

ESTATE PINOT NOIR        Red Hill-Mornington Peninsula    2013     $36

AUSTRALIA  |  Rutherglen

Pfeiffer Estate
Mellowed with age and shaded by huge pine trees, with a pattern of interesting planes and angles in its galvanised iron roof, 
Pfeiffer’s winery sits on a high embankment above a sweeping bend in the Sunday Creek near Wahgunyah.This romantic place 
has been the scene of human follies, tragedy and traditional winemaking.In modern times it represents a re-affirmation of faith 
in Rutherglen’s wine industry by two people, willing to stake their own future in the district they love.

Muscadelle grapes are always harvested at the end of the season, ensuring high sugar levels for the production of Topaque 
wines.    Fermentation is commenced on skins (only about 1% alc/vol) before the grapes are pressed into stainless steel tanks 
and fortified using a neutral grape spirit, leaving a sweet wine of around 17.5% alc/vol.  After fortification, the Topaque wines are 
clarified, then transferred into barrels and casks of different volumes for several years (anything between three and thirty).   It is 
this maturation process that concentrates the wines and produces the rich, complex flavours.   

PFEIFFER TOPAQUE    500ml     Rutherglen       NV     $18
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CALIFORNIA  |  Dry Creek Valley

Collier Falls
Collier Falls is a family-owned vineyard and winery in Healdsburg, California’s beautiful Dry Creek Valley. We make limited 
quantities of hillside estate red wines from our own sustainably-farmed vineyards in Sonoma County. 20 acres in the northwest 
corner of Dry Creek Valley at elevations exceeding 1,000 feet. These steep vineyards of rocky, clay soil produce mountain fruit 
with great color, character and intensity. Exactly what winemakers love to craft distinctive, hillside estate wines. Our vineyards 
also sit above the fog line. So while morning fog cools the valley floor, our hillside fruit enjoys plenty of sunshine. And during the 
warmer parts of the day, these southeast facing vineyards get early shade, creating an ideal temperature balance for our grapes 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON       AVA Dry Creek Valley      2014     $38

ZINFANDEL       AVA Dry Creek Valley      2013     $32

PRIMITIVO         AVA Dry Creek Valley      2014     $33

PETITE SYRAH        AVA Dry Creek Valley      2014     $33
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Spirits  
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Francois Voyer

The 28 hectares of vineyard are situated in Grande Champagne region,the Premier Cru of Cognac, renowned for its profound af-
ter taste, its aromatic power and its ability of long ageing. Voyer Cognac is a family run cognac domaine that is passionate about 
every detail in making cognac, especially old vintages. Their cognacs can be found in the best restaurants in France (Ducasse, 
Lucas Carton, Lameloise...Etc...). The vineyards are in Verrières and Ambleville and this house has been in the business since
the 1870s. The product range is classical, with young and old blends for those who don’t like to follow the crowd. Voyer’s excep-
tional knowledge and attention to detail allows to not just make fine cognac, but to craft cognac.!

COGNAC GRAND CHAMPAGNE 1ER CRU VS          NV    $24

COGNAC GRANDE CHAMPAGNE 1ER CRU VSOP         NV    $43

COGNAC GRANDE CHAMPAGNE XO GOLD          NV    $87

FRANCE  |  South West

Domaine De Joy

The story began in 1927, when Paul Gessler decided to leave his native Switzerland to settle in Gascony, in the Gers region, de-
populated area farmers after the first World War. At this time, the farm cultivated cereals, vines and bred cattle. Very soon, Paul 
understood that, the land and exposure of the slopes, were favourable to the quality production of wines and Armagnac. The first 
distillation took place in 1929.
 In 1946, André GESSLER, Paul’s son and his wife Véronique, settled on the farm and expanded the vineyard to 20 hectares. 
André, a pioneer in the region, worked on the selection of grapes varieties (including Colombard and Gros Manseng) and partici-
pated in the creation of a group of vinegrowers in order to improve the wine quality.
 In 1975, Roland, and in 1980, Olivier, Andre’s sons, settled in the estate. They abandoned cereals crops in order to specialize 
in viticulture. Year after year, the vineyard grew and the development of the sales of bottled wine increased.
 The 4th generation is running ... Vanessa and Kévin Gessler , Olivier’s children, and Gael Gessler, Roland’s son, settled on the 
estate in 2014 and 2015 !

ARMAGNAC VSOP        South West      NV    $32

ARMAGNAC X0 8 years       South West      NV    $42

ARMAGNAC X0 25 years       South West      NV    $62

ARMAGNAC         South West      1996    $52

ARMAGNAC         South West      1986    $72
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